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By Kevin Kulling, J.D.

A New York federal court has dismissed a class action complaint that alleged a company’s auditor was liable
for allegedly issuing false and misleading audit reports and turning a blind eye to red flags that would have
put the auditor on notice of an “obvious fraud” at the company. The court determined that the complaint failed
to sufficiently allege that the auditors acted with the required scienter or that its audit was so deficient that
it constituted a “pretend” audit (In re DNTW Chartered Accountants Securities Litigation, March 22, 2016,
Gardephe, P.).

Auditor for Subaye, Inc. DNTW Chartered Accountants LLP, was the auditor for Subaye, Inc., a corporation
that purportedly provided computing, online media, and advertising services in China. In 2009 and 2010, while
fraud was going on at the company, DNTW served as the company’s auditor and issued “clean” audit reports for
the time periods, the complaint alleged.

The complaint included allegations that DNTW ignored “red flags” that should have put it on notice of Subaye’s
fraud, failed to adjust its audit procedures in light of the red flags, and actually eased its audit procedures, in
violation of PCAOB standards.

Alleged examples of “red flags” include that $6.7 million of Subaye’s $7.1 million cash balance as of September
30, 2010—the end of the fiscal year—was deposited into Subaye’s account during the last week of September;
10 accounts receivable confirmations were received within 11 days after the requests for confirmation were
mailed out; and four accounts receivable confirmations were faxed to DNTW by Subaye’s bookkeepers rather
than by Subaye’s customers.

Subaye dismissed DNTW as its auditors after two years and the company’s new auditors resigned after quickly
identifying that the company’s financial statements were misstated.

Allegations. Purchasers of Subaye shares alleged that DNTW issued materially false and misleading audit
reports and falsely claimed to have conducted its audits in accordance with PCAOB standards. Purchasers
alleged that DNTW knowingly turned a blind eye and deliberately disregarded the obvious fraud at Subaye.

Purchasers also alleged that the element of scienter is bolstered by an SEC enforcement proceeding against
Subaye that concluded that Subaye had no verifiable assets, no customer relationships as claimed, its offices
were empty and it was an “imaginary business.”

Lack of scienter. The court dismissed the complaint for failing to adequately plead scienter on the part of
DNTW. The court said that the amended complaint contained no new allegations concerning the auditor’s
motive and opportunity to perpetrate fraud. Moreover, the court found that Subaye purchasers did not sufficiently
plead the existence of scienter under a “red flags” theory, where the court said plaintiffs must show that DNTW
disregarded red flags that were themselves indicative of actual fraud.

In addition, the purchasers failed to establish scienter based on allegations that the audits were so deficient as to
establish scienter. Mere violation of an accounting standard is not sufficient to establish scienter, the court said.
The audit must have been so shoddy that it was a “pretend audit, an audit that in effect was not performed at all.”

With respect to the SEC cease and desist action, the court said that the SEC order indicated that Subaye’s
officers committed either intentional or reckless or negligent conduct. “Given that negligent conduct does
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not meet the standard for conscious misbehavior or recklessness, the SEC’s cease and desist order did not
establish that DNTW acted with scienter,” the court said.

The court concluded that the inference that DNTW was engaged in deliberate illegal activity or acted with
recklessness approximating an intent to aid Subaye’s fraud is not as compelling as the competing inferences.
It is more plausible that DNTW itself was fooled, or that it simply performed shoddy, negligent audits, the court
said.

The case is No. 13-cv-4632.

Attorneys: Laurence Matthew Rosen (The Rosen Law Firm, P.A.) for Paul Stemborowski. Charles J. Nerko
(Vedder Price) for Spence Walker and Bryce Walker.
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